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PART A 
1. In this in-class simulation, we will review the method to find the small-signal 

input/output resistance. 
2. The simulation method used here is called “DC small-signal transfer function”, 

which can be selected from the simulation command table. In the “.tf” command 
input manual, output signal and input source should be given. 

3. The DC bias of the transistor should be properlly set up. If you want to simulate at 
different bias values, the global parameter {X} and “.step param X” command can 
be used. 

4. Before the “.tf” simulation, we had better run the DC sweep or “.op” first to find 
out the bias voltage and current values. The following is an example of a transfer 
characteristic curve (Ic vs V1) of an npn transistor 2N3904. 

 

5. Afterwards, select different voltage source, set an arbitrary output (we do not 
care the gain value at this stage), and you can get the input/output resistance 
corresponding to the selected source. The following example shows the result of 
re (~1/gm) for various V1 set by {X}. Be careful! The output and input impedance 
analysis methods are actually the same. 

 
 
 

PART B 
1. In this part, we will review the procedure to design a common-emitter amplifier 

and find the gain and input/output impedance including the bias circuits. 
2. Find a proper RC and VB. Here we will review “.step param X” command. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In-class group project I (20170917) 
1. For part A, find the input/output resistances of E, B and C respectively. 
2. For part B, finish your design. Find the gain, input and output resistance of the 

amplifier. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Email your in-class project to: ysuenelectronics@outlook.com. Please set your title 
(主旨): GroupXX–2017MMDD.  
Please put everything you need to present in a Word or a PPT file. The size of the file 
should be less than 5M. The file name should be “GroupXX-Date”, (ex. 
Group05-20170917). Please write down the names and student ID numbers of 
members. 
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